
Hunter 1p

Heroic Feat: Spend       to place a         4 (or                to place a 
       6) on any challenge box, ignoring        icons.

OPENING SHOT

Increase a non-        die by 2.

<<< ITEMS

AERA, WOLF COMPANION



Druid 1p

Heroic Feat: Spend      to roll       or      , or spend                to roll             
           or            .

TRANSFORMATION

Swap the values of any two of your non-
dice.

<<< ITEMS

LILIA, BIRD COMPANION



Warden 1p

Heroic Feat: Roll any or all of your dice stored here.
Store a          here when a card becomes        . You may store up
to two dice at a time. KNOWLEDGE

Spend      , and prevent     .

<<< ITEMS

METHODICAL



Slayer 1p

Heroic Feat: Roll any or all of your dice stored here.
Store a          here when you complete a          encounter. You may 
store up to two dice at a time. MOMENTUM

Increase a       and a      die by 2 each.

<<< ITEMS

WHIRLWIND



Alchemist 1p

Potion tokens spent from the Turn Reference are placed here, and 
you can spend them. Ignore healing effects when using a potion 
token from here.

For every 2 mana spent (up to 8), roll        or 
roll       .

<<< ITEMS

ENCHANTED KRIS

MIX

X



Turn Reference

At the start of each turn, spend            . Then, either:

Draw and add face-down 
doors to the dungeon until 
there are four total doors in 
play. Then, Resist Poison.

Start with a basic potion and one token.  
A token may be spent to use any one effect,  
plus the Cure effect. An extra token is gained  
for each potion identified.

EXPLORE ENTER A ROOM

Choose a door:
Open - Encounter it.
Closed - Open it, and either 
have an encounter or flee.

OR

1) Make a Choice (         )
2) Use Heroic Feat
3) Gather and Roll Dice
        : All          : Matching

ENCOUNTERS

4) Use Skills / Potions /
Place Dice
5) Suffer Consequences
6) Claim Loot

POTIONS

CURE
Heal      or      any time a        effect is used or 
a        is gained. OR heal       anytime.



Caliana 1p

Add      X and     X. 
FAERIE FIRE

<<< ITEMS

X

WHIMSICALITY

Prevent the first 3       that would be placed on Caliana each turn or 
boss round. Spend       for each       ignored. If a       is placed on 
Caliana, the game ends.


